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Thomas’ writing is a great example of a student using a prompt in a class and tailoring to                  
his own interests. This paper, initially for a W 101 course on mechanics, was meant to be an                  
exercise in using primary and secondary sources in a writing assignment using a variety of               
provided sources. Thomas, a Global Commerce major and a computer science minor, was drawn              
to Phillip K. Dick’s ​Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? ​because of his interest in science                
fiction. The paper seamlessly and fluid use of secondary sources rivals even the most              
experienced undergraduate writers, let alone first-year students. It is clear that Thomas’ interest             
in the subject is what propelled him to write such an engaging and thought-provoking paper on                
the topic of government systems and technology.  
 -Armando Roman, ​Writing Center Consultant 
